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Introduction 

On August 30, 2019, the Public Representative filed a pleading styled as “Public 

Representative Reply Comments on Proposed Change in Periodic Reporting.”  The 

Postal Service hereby responds.  A separate motion for leave to respond has been filed 

today as well.  The Public Representative’s (PR) Reply Comments contain several 

programming and factual errors that provide a mistaken characterization of the record 

before the Commission.  The Postal Service takes this opportunity to correct the record. 

Comments 

The Public Representative raises four issues in his reply comments. PR Reply 

Comments at 1.  Regarding two of the four issues, the Public Representative directly 

accepts the Postal Service’s original approach, as presented in Proposal One. PR 

Reply Comments at 3 and 9.1  Regarding the other two issues, the Public 

1  The Public Representative agrees that it is the established methodology to move 
relay costs to the letter route cost pool, and that the full quadratic delivery model 
includes significant volume-related terms.  In discussing the latter point, the Public 

Representative expresses concern about a high degree of correlation among the right-
hand-side variables in the model and attempts to estimate those correlations.  The 
results presented by the Public Representative includes the finding that “[V]olume has a 
negative 59 percent correlation with volume squared.” PR Reply Comments at 3.  But 

this result is not possible. As long as X > 0, (as is the case with volume) then when X 
increases, X2 also increases, resulting in a positive correlation between the two 
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Representative raises concerns, but does not strongly oppose the Postal Service’s 

approach.  PR Reply Comments at 8 and 9.  Yet in his discussions of these two issues, 

the Public Representative either presents evidence that contains serious errors or 

appears to misrepresent the Postal Service’s position.  To clarify the record, the Postal 

Service will briefly point out the problems with the Public Representative’s 

presentations, and where possible, will present the corrected calculations. 

The first issue of contention arises from the Public Representative’s assertion 

that the Postal Service removed legitimate observations from the collection variability 

equation data, and thus possibly biased the estimated coefficients and resulting 

variability.  PR Reply Comments at 4.  In its reply comments, the Postal Service 

explained that it did indeed remove erroneous observations, and that the Public 

Representative’s description of the Postal Service process was in error.  Postal Service 

Reply Comments (August 27, 2019) at 6.  While the Public Representative now accepts 

the Postal Service’s description of its approach, he presents two statistical results which 

he claims supports his initial concern. 

The Postal Service initially estimated the collection variability model using all 

data, yielding a variability that was virtually zero.  While this is an operationally plausible 

result -- collection costs are driven by schedules, not volume – the Postal Service 

investigated the robustness of this result by recognizing that there were a small number 

of observations at the top end of the volume distribution that did not appear feasible. 

Study Report at 71.  It hypothesized that these extremely large volume observations 

variables.  The finding of a negative correlation suggests it is likely that there is a 
computational error somewhere in the Public Representative’s analysis. 
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were pushing the estimated variability toward zero. 

To investigate the impact of these extreme observations, the Postal Service 

pursued two approaches, one statistically based and one operationally based.  Id. at 72. 

The Postal Service first eliminated the top one percent of the volume distribution, under 

the assumption that the erroneous observations were in that part of the distribution.  It 

then alternatively established an operational benchmark for identifying erroneous 

observations, one that defined infeasibility as an amount of daily collection volume that 

exceeded a theoretical maximum volume for all collection boxes in the finance number’s 

collection area. 

In his reply comments, the Public Representative complains that the Postal 

Service approach does not take into account the fact that there are different-sized 

boxes, and argues that the mean volume in certain larger boxes exceeds the theoretical 

maximum posited by the Postal Service.  PR Reply Comments at 4.  From this 

evidence, he concludes that high-volume observations from finance numbers that 

include the larger-volume box types may actually be feasible observations. 

Unfortunately, in calculating this measure of central tendency to support his argument, 

the Public Representative makes a serious, but understandable, error -- he fails to 

remove the erroneous observations from the calculation of the mean.  As a result, the 

reported mean values are distorted by the very high-volume observations of concern, 

observations that include reported volumes as high as 100,000 pieces in a single box. 

The appropriate measure of central tendency in this instance is the median, 

whose calculation is not distorted by a small number of erroneous observations.  As 

Table 1 shows below, the medians for the two types of boxes cited by the Public 
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Representative, the Jumbo Snorkel and the Large Snorkel, are well below the specified 

average volume maximum of 825 pieces. 

Table 1:  Means and Medians for Certain Box Types 

Jumbo Snorkel Boxes 

Variable Median Mean Maximum 

18-Sep 400.0 1,241.8 199,998 

19-Sep 367.5 1,066.7 199,998 

20-Sep 379.0 1,096.4 299,997 

21-Sep 350.0 980.9 283,867 

22-Sep 400.0 948.9 199,998 

Large Snorkel Boxes 

Variable Median Mean Maximum 

18-Sep 250.0 1,012.6 100,499 

19-Sep 225.0 640.4 99,999 

20-Sep 225.0 424.1 11,250 

21-Sep 206.0 967.6 100,499 

22-Sep 225.0 958.5 100,499 

Moreover, the Public Representative’s Reply Comments fail to apprehend the 

important fact that these types of larger volume boxes make up only a tiny part of the 

boxes which are swept.  In the CPMS density study, Jumbo Snorkel boxes make up just 

2.5 percent of the total number of boxes swept and Large Snorkel boxes are just 1.1 

percent of the total.  Consequently, 96.4 percent of boxes are not subject to the Public 

Representative’s concern, and the standard set by the Postal Service is widely 

applicable.  

More generally, collection boxes come in three sizes, regular, large and jumbo. 

Large boxes hold twice the volume that regular boxes hold and jumbo boxes hold three 
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times as much.  Postal Service Responses to ChIR No. 5 (September 4, 2019), 

Question 4.  Even though large and jumbo boxes hold potentially more volume, they 

occur so infrequently that they have little effect on the overall average maximum 

capacity per collection box. 

Table 2: Distribution of Collection Boxes by Size in the 
CPMS Density Study 

Box Size 
Number of 

Boxes 
Proportion 

Jumbo 4,761 3.3% 

Large 2,689 1.8% 

Regular 138,493 94.9% 

Total 145,943 100.0% 

A weighted average maximum volume per box can be calculated by multiplying 

each of the box size proportions by the respective maximum volume for that size.  This 

calculation yields a higher average maximum of 894 pieces, instead of the 825 pieces 

for a regular-sized box.2  The key question is what impact this higher weighted average 

would have on the estimated variability.  To investigate this question, the collection time 

variability equation was re-estimated using the higher weighted average.  The resulting 

collection variability is 24.0 percent, which is virtually identical to the 24.2 percent 

variability estimated with the original average of 825.3  Because there are so few large 

2  The calculation is as follows: 0.03262*2475+.0.01843*1650+0.94895*825 = 894.03. 

3  To institute this change one simply changes the 825 to 894 in the following line of 
code, “If volperbox gt 825 then delete;” in the collection variability estimation program 
entitled, “Estimating.Full Quadratic.LD27 Model.Drop Impossible.sas .” Because of the 

simplicity of this change, the Postal Service is not attaching the entire, multi-page 
program to this response. 
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and jumbo boxes, accounting for the different sizes of collection boxes does not change 

the variability, suggesting the Postal Service’s initial approach did not impart any bias.  

Moreover, it is by no means clear that, despite the presence of a relatively small number 

of larger boxes, using a cutoff of 894 pieces (instead of 825 pieces) with respect to an 

average per box for all of the boxes in the finance number allows retention of 

observations that are actually operationally valid (as opposed to reflective of data entry 

errors).  But either way, as demonstrated, the effect on the estimated variability is 

immaterial. 

Raising another issue, one that he concedes was not addressed in his initial 

comments, the Public Representative also criticizes the Postal Service’s CPMS density 

study data used to estimate the collection variability for allegedly having extremely high 

proportions of missing volume observations.  PR Reply Comments at 3: 

The Public Representative agrees the days and locations 
are not typical, but disagrees that all atypical observations 
represent problems related to collection boxes being 

“overstuffed,” especially as Table 1 shows, nearly 70 percent 
of Saturday, and 59 percent of sample observations would 
have been deleted if missing data points had been deleted.  
Keeping these observations in the sample biases the 

calculation of daily average collection volumes greatly 
downward 

If these numbers were accurate, they would be a source of concern, but a review 

of the program that the Public Representative used to calculate them reveals three 

programming errors that cause the reported numbers to be inaccurate.  The first error 

arises because the program’s algorithm includes many non-box collection points that 

are not relevant for, and not included in, the SPR collection analysis.  Because such 

observations are not included in the collection estimation data set, they should not be 
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included in an analysis of missing volumes.  Second, the Public Representative’s 

calculations include missing volume observations for days not used in the SPR 

collection analysis.  Although the CPMS density data were collected for two weeks, 

there was only a one-week overlap with the TACS hours data.  Study Report at 27. 

Again, only observations for the days included in the estimation data set are relevant. 

Third, the Public Representative reports an eye-opening and clearly unrealistic 

70 percent missing volume data for Saturday collection points.  This apparently large 

proportion should have stimulated at least a cursory look at the Saturday data set. 

Such a review would have revealed that the Saturday data set contains 228,459 

synthetic observations that do not contain any data for any variable.  These 

observations are not missing volume, because they are not actual observations in the 

first place, and are not included in the data used to estimate the collection variability 

model. 

Correctly calculating the proportions that the Public Representative presented 

creates a very different picture of missing volumes.  Following the Public 

Representative’s approach, one can identify a collection box observation as having 

missing volume if it had missing volume for any one of its multiple days of data 

recording.4  This approach overstates the potential deletions from an analysis dataset 

because if a collection box had missing volume for one day, it would eliminate useable 

data for the other days.  Nevertheless, this approach provides a very small proportion of 

4  There are ten Monday to Friday observations and 4 Saturday observations. 
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missing volume observations.5  The resulting proportions are presented in Table 3 and 

they are small and in line with what would be expected in a field study like the CPMS 

density test.6 

Table 3: Proportion of Swept Boxes with Missing Volume for at Least One Day 

M-F Saturday Total 

Total Number of Boxes Swept 145,943 133,226 279,169 

Swept Boxes With At least One 
Missing Volume Day 

2,415 2,044 4,459 

Percentage With At Least One 
Missing Volume Day 

1.65% 1.53% 1.60% 

The second issue of contention raised in the Public Representative’s reply 

comments relates to the Postal Service placing the small amount of LDC 23 hours that 

occur on Sunday during the seasonal peak into the regular delivery cost pool.  PR Reply 

Comments at 8.  The Postal Service previously explained that these hours should be 

included in the regular delivery cost pool because the activities performed and the 

volumes handled by full-time SPR carriers clocked into LDC 23 on Sundays during the 

peak season are the same as the activities performed and the volumes handled during 

regular Monday to Saturday delivery.  Postal Service Reply Comments at 8.  In addition, 

the delivery is from the carriers’ regular SPR units, not Sunday hubs. Id. 

5  It is important to keep in mind that the Public Representative’s analysis is at the 

individual box level, but the collection variability equation is estimated at the finance 
number level.  Missing volume for one box on a given day will often have a de minimis 
impact on the finance number’s volume for that day. 

6  The program used to calculate these proportions is included as a hard-copy 
attachment at the end of this response.  
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The Public Representative is not opposed to this approach, per se, but appears 

to be concerned by a statement that he suggests was made by the Postal Service.  PR 

Reply Comments at 8: 

The Postal Service says the total volume delivered by full-

time carriers were sorted and prepared on Saturday at their 
normal Monday through Friday destination delivery unit 
(DDU), and are simply picked up at the DDU on Sunday and 
delivered by full-time carriers. Id., 69. 

However, the Postal Service did not make this statement.  Page 69 of the Study 

Report presents and discusses the different Sunday variabilities when estimated by 

individual month, but does not mention the delivery operations issues presented in the 

Public Representative’s paraphrase.  Study Report at 69.  Moreover, a search of the 

Study Report indicates that the terms “prepared on Saturday,” “delivery destination 

unit,” and “DDU” do not appear anywhere in the report.  This is not surprising, because 

the above statement does not apply to SPR carriers, who do not prepare and sort mail, 

and who spend very little time in the office on any day.  Perhaps the Public 

Representative is referring to letter-route carriers instead of SPR carriers. 

In any event, the Public Representative’s concern about SPR carriers delivering 

mail on Sunday that may have arrived at the SPR unit on Saturday is misplaced. 

During the peak season, parcels at regular SPR units, whether they arrive on Saturday 

or Sunday, are part of the peak volume and are handled using regular delivery methods. 

These facts justify including the peak Sunday LDC 23 hours in the regular delivery cost 

pool. 
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Conclusion 

In his surreply comments filed regarding Proposal One, the Public 

Representative suggests that two concerns he has raised warrant further examination. 

As explained above, however, these concerns actually lack validity, and therefore the 

Postal Service respectfully requests that the Commission approve Proposal One. 

Respectfully submitted, 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 

By its attorney: 

Eric P. Koetting 
475 L’Enfant Plaza, S.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20260-1137 
eric.p.koetting@usps.gov 
(202) 277-6333 
September 5, 2019 
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ATTACHMENT 

libname COL 'D:\Documents\Carriers 2019\Carwash\Data\LDC27'; 

ods Graphics off; 

*** Read In MF CPMS Data   **; 

*** Identify Collection Points Served by SPR Carriers  ***; 

data allptsmf; set col.all_points_m_f; 

if BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'EXPR SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'EXPRESS' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'JUMBO SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'JUMBO STD' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'LARGE' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'LARGE SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'PRIORITY' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'PRTY SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'SNORKEL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'STANDARD' ; 

proc contents; 

data sep17mfx; set allptsmf; 

if Sep_182017 = 'X' or 

   Sep_192017 = 'X' or 

   Sep_202017 = 'X' or 

   Sep_212017 = 'X' or 

   Sep_222017 = 'X'; 

proc contents; 

run; 

*** Read In Saturday CPMS Data   **; 

*** Identify Collection Points Served by SPR Carriers  ***; 

*** Create Box Number Variable ***; 

data allptssat; set col.all_points_sat; 

ZIP = substr(LOCATION_ID,1,5); 

length box_nbr $5; 

BOX_NBR = substr(LOCATION_ID,6,5); 

if BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'EXPR SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'EXPRESS' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'JUMBO SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'JUMBO STD' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'LARGE' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'LARGE SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'PRIORITY' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'PRTY SNKL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'SNORKEL' 

or BOX_TYPE_CODE eq 'STANDARD' ; 

proc contents; 

data sep17sx; set allptssat; 

if  Sep_162017 = '.' ; 

proc contents; 

run;


